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It's a job-searching jungle out there, and the hunters need every advantage they can get.

The average time a recruiter or company official spends scanning a resume is 13 seconds, says
Barry Shiflett, career management services director at Florida International University's College of
Business Administration. At a Career Fair, it's just 8 seconds.

Combine that reality with the double-digit unemployment in South Florida, and job seekers have
their work cut out for them.

When The Miami Herald set out to do a Resume Makeover, we received more than 150 resumes
from jobseekers, nearly all of them unemployed. We selected resumes of three professionals
with many years of experience in their fields, but the advice given can apply to jobhunters with
less experience.

For jobhunters just out of college or with very limited experience, the resume strategy is different.
We will be addressing resumes of younger workers next month.

For this round, we sought out three career placement and business writing experts from our local
universities to help make their resumes sing. Combined, the experts -- Shiflett, Shari Saperstein,
career development director at Nova Southeastern University, and Marta Bret, a business
communications expert at the University of Miami -- work with hundreds of jobhunters every
week.

Their take:

``The sole purpose of a resume is to get an interview,'' says Shiflett. ``Make every word count.''

Phrases like ``excellent communicator'' and ``great working in teams'' are a waste of space, says
Saperstein. ``Tell me something you did that shows me you're a great communicator.''

There is no one right way to write a resume, but there are plenty of wrong ways.

The experts often see resumes that are too general and not targeted to a particular position.
They also see plenty of proofreading mistakes, vague information and missing details, like dates.

Using the key words of the industry are crucial. ``When you read the job description, those words
had better appear in your resume,'' Bret says.

In many of these cases, when the job hunters found themselves out of work they had not
updated their resumes in years, in some cases decades.



Don't let this happen to you. Take a hard look at your resume even if you are happily, gainfully
employed. Shiflett suggests you update it every six months.

Saperstein also suggests you keep your own career development file. In it would go job
descriptions from any job you move into, plus notes on special assignments you take on.

Bret suggests you keep an ``everything resume'' but you don't send this out. That way you can
pick and choose as you tailor it to a job.
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